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Antennas surrounding by the plasma medium does not radiate for all tIie frequencies but only for those which
are greater than the plasma frIJquency. Here we have proposed a cylindrical (axiall:y magnetized) antenna system
which radiates for all frequencies irrespective of plasma frequency and this is the solution for the black-out situa-
tion which occurs for certain frequencies.

The interaction of electromagnetic wa ves with the ionised gases in the ionospheric plasma is a very
important field of research for the communication engineers. -The information carried by a modulated
electromagnetic wave may be absorbed or even completely destroyed (black-out), when the wave travels
through a plasma media. Radiation leaving an antenna on earth need not travel very far before it e~-
counters the natural plasma in ionosphere. Various a uthors 1-4- ha ve proposed the electronically scanna ble

plasma antenna systeinin which the direction of the radiation peak is scannable by the plasma density.
However in these studies, the radiation is not obtained for all frequencies. In this paper, we have proposed
in, antenna system which radiates for all frequencies and hence black-out can be removed.

To overcome the problem of the black-out, we have proposed an antenna system which contains an
axially magnetized cylindrical, one component semiconductor plasma consisting only of electrons (e.g. n.,
In Sb), of radius situated such that its longitudinal axis corresponds to the z-axis of the cylindrical
co-ordinates. The plasma column is surrounded by the dielectric (permittivity E) cylinder of radius c.
The m~gnl}tic ring source3 of ra.dius a(b <a <c) is located at z = O plane. Since a sern:l-conduotor plasma
when immersed in t,he m~gnetic field can not support independent TE"and TM modes, therefore the
mixmode analysis is used. The radiation field is obtained from the asymptotic evaluation of the integral
by saddle point integration. It was found that the structure radiates for all the frequencies and there is
no black-out in the radiation pattern.

ANALYSIS

Assuring the variation ej(Kz -(J)t) fo;r the fields, Maxwell's equatiQns can be combined to give the

following equation for H "' (Appendix A). "

where

a2H",

-ap;--

1V 2 -
1 -p2

H", = -j(JJ~o €3 8(p a)8(Z) (I)

where

K2/(El +~2«)J Ea

EO2 E./(K2 -KO2 EJ, Eo (J) ( 11.0 £a)!oc

El' E2 and €3 are the components of the reiative dielectric tensors, and w is the frequency of the source.
In arriving at (I) we have assumed

(2)
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which is well satisfied in high density semi-conductor plasmBs. The radiation field in spherical co-ordinates
(r, 8, <1» can be written in the form6 (Appendix B)

where

f(8) = --~~I(V:a)-(X2/XJJ1(Vaa)] \ V~ a at2 [ yO( V 2 a) J 1 ( V 2 a) -y 1 ( V 2 a) J o ( V 2fl ) ]

(X/X)[ Y1(V~a) X2 ] H1(VOc) a2 = 3 4 -+

J1(V2a) XI J1(V2C)

X4= V2C[JO(VilC) Yl(V2C)--J1(VIlC) YO(V?,C']

X3= VOCHO(VOC)J1(V2C) -V~CJo(V2c)H1(VOc)

X~ = a1l YO(V2b)- V1b JO (V1b) V1(V2b)

XI = a1lJO(V2b)- V1b JO (V1b) J1(V2b)

a1l = (E3/E) V~b J1 (V~b), Vo = Ko cos 8,

V2 = Ko (E-sin2 8)i

[ ( sin20(sin20-£J }J i V 1 = Eo £;3 l 1 -El sin2 O + (£1,2 ~

~

J,., y "' H,.aretheBesselfunctions of first kind, second kind and Hanke~ function offirst kind and of 'nthorder respectively. .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The radiation patterns (variation of F(8), with 8) have been computed with the help ofIBM-1130 com-
puter. It is pointed out tha"' the angle at which the radiation peak is observed gets shifted to the higher
degrees as E increases from 0.1 to 0. 7 but the further increase in E reduces the amplitude of the peaks. If E
takes the negative values, which may be the case if one assumes that the dielectric is nothing but the gase-
ous plasma such that the plasma frequency (say (J)p) is greater than (J), the source frequency, the radiation
peaks or stlllobserved. If, however, the semi-conductor plasma is not there then, for (J) < (J)p no radiation is
observed. This is what we called the black-out situation. The half power be3m width. of the peaks observed
is of the order of 0.1 degrees. The diameters of the semi-conductor plasma column and that of the dielectric
medium affect both the amplitude and the direction of the radiation peaks while the djameter of the ring
source changes only the amplitude of tne radiations. The direction of the radiation peaks remains unchan-
ied with the magnetic field, the semi-conductor plasma frequency and the collision frequency but the ampli-
tude changes witn them.

CONCLUSIONS

It may be pointed out that in the geometry which we have propos~d, there is no black-out of the radia-
tion. Based upon the results of this paper, one can design an antenna system which will be very useful for
the space flight problems.
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